This letter investigates a decision-fusion based image quality metric that performs multi-feature oriented method in contrast to individual feature as done by general methods. The comprehensive image quality feature is generated based upon the statistical method of Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA), by which diverse quality features are incorporated. The efficient design of the proposed algorithm allows more accurate and stable quality prediction for complicated distortion, and another advantage over others is the flexibility of parameters tuning due to the employment of prior knowledge of the testing database.
Introduction
Accurate and robust objective image quality evaluation has great importance for image processing systems. Some Image Quality Metrics (IQMs) are deduced from single visual model based on properties of the visual system, such as contrast sensitivity function, light adaptation and masking effect etc. [1] . But in practice, the distortion is always induced from diverse sources. In [2] Chandler et al. studied the perceptual sensitivity to spatial correlation and cross masking effects due to multiple types of distortion. As to complex distortion, metrics exploring individual quality feature or visual model shows less prediction accuracy. To achieve reliable quality rating in complicated situation, the idea of comprehensive quality feature is a promising trial.
In image Quality Assessment (QA) problem, feature vectors extracted by different visual models from an identical distorted image always reflect distinctive traits of image quality. By optimizing and combining these features, it not only keeps the effective discriminate information of each metric, but also eliminates the redundant information among them to certain degree [3] . Some previous metrics dealing with multi-feature integrations handle similar features or specific applications, which limit their capability in some different distortion conditions [4, 5, 6] . In this letter we investigate a comprehensive Supervised Multi-Feature (SMF) image quality metric, which explores diverse quality features extracted from different visual models. Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) is introduced to construct the effective decision fusion model by reason of its excellent performance in information fusion applications [3] . A regression estimation step is followed to get the global visual quality prediction. Experimental results compared against other IQMs on two extensive image databases verify its effectiveness.
Method
The algorithm has three main steps: firstly, four IQM candidates are selected according to property and performance analysis; secondly, the optimally combined quality feature of the selected IQMs candidates is extracted by CCA method; At last, Least Square Error (LSE) algorithm is introduced for regression estimation and global visual quality prediction.
IQM candidates selection
A number of researchers have devoted in the design of full-reference (FR) image quality measures [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . In [9] , ten kinds of IQMs are tested on a total 779 distorted images with subjective ratings evaluated by about two dozen human subjects. Among these tested IQMs, Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) metric [4] , Information Fidelity Criterion (IFC) [7] and Visual Information Fidelity (VIF) [8] are considered to be the better ones. In our approach, the IQM selected for decision fusion need to satisfy the following three criteria: 1) Displaying relative accurate prediction; 2) Extracting different visual quality feature; 3) Dealing with luminance information only. Consequently, according to the criteria and the performance evaluation results in [9] , VIF, SSIM, Visual Signal-to-Noise Ratio (VSNR) [5] and PSNR are selected as the candidates in our fusion algorithm. They respectively inspect image infidelity from information, structure, visual perception and energy fidelity-oriented models, and generally present better quality prediction accuracy than others.
Canonical correlation analysis
Canonical correlation analysis (CCA), as one of the statistical methods combining the mutual related vectors, has been successfully applied to several fields in pattern recognition [3] . In our approach, a modified CCA method is addressed to fuse multiple image quality features. The procedures of CCA are as follows:
Firstly, let vector x and u represent the decisions from IQMs candidates and the subjective evaluation. x = (x V IF , x SSIM , x V SNR , x P SNR ) is composed by the four selected IQMs candidates, subjective rating defined as Difference Mean Opinion Score (DMOS) [4] is acted as the target value u = (u DM OS ).
Secondly, Maximize the correlation between the projectionsũ 1 = w T u(1) u andx 1 = w T x(1) x by CCA. The directions w T u (1) and w T x (1) are called the first pair of Canonical Projective Vectors (CPVs) of u and x, and the projections u 1 andx 1 are the first pair of Canonical Correlation Features (CCFs).
Then finding the second pair of CCFũ 2 andx 2 which have maximal correlation and are uncorrelated withũ 1 andx 1 respectively. And the like for the next until all the correlation features ofx i s andũ i s are extracted exhaustively. Since u is one dimension vector in our method, we only obtain one pair of CCFs, which are the required comprehensive feature and corresponding projection of DMOS.
Supervised Multi-Feature metric
After the correlation analysis of IQMs prediction and subjective ratings by CCA, the maximal CPV and the corresponding CCF are obtained. A regression model needs to be established for the prediction of tested image quality in the following regression stage. We resort to Least Square Error (LSE) method regarding the linear correlation between the CCF of four IQMs candidates and subjective ratings. Detailed procedures of SMF algorithm are as follows:
Step 1: extract two sets of observations of training images, one set being composed of DMOS of training images, and the other set of the corresponding quality prediction by VIF, SSIM, VSNR and PSNR. To reduce the influence of value scope, the preprocessing of variance normalization on the objective scores of four IQMs and DMOS scores is needed.
where
are the mean values of the two observation sets, and σ x(IQM) and σ u(DMOS) are their standard deviations,
IQM=(V IF,SSIM,V SNR,P SNR).
Step 2: Calculation of CPV and CCF of the DMOS and IQMs vectors according to the CCA algorithm [3] .
Step 3: Calculation of the parameters of LSE regression. The set of the coefficients a, b can be obtained by equation (2) .
where m is the number of CCF pair, and N is the number of training sample.
Step 4: Get the quality score of testing image by the target function (3):
3 Validation experiments
Fig. 1. Some images from LIVE image database.
To check the effectiveness of the proposed SMF approach with respect to prediction accuracy and robustness, two image databases: A57 [5] and LIVE [9] are utilized. They are extensive and professional databases constructed specially for image quality evaluation. VIF, SSIM, VSNR and PSNR are also tested on them for performance comparison. SSIM metric is computed on filtered and downsampled versions of the images[10], VIF and VSNR metrics are applied using their default implementations provided in [8] and [5] . After a logistic transformation for the outputs normalization [5] , linear correlation coefficient and Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) between the prediction values of these metrics and subjective ratings are computed. And for LIVE database, the five metrics are applied to 
On LIVE image database
The LIVE image database consists of 29 original 24-bits/pixel color images and 779 distorted images, which are classified into five subdatabases according to distortion type: 1) JPEG2000 compression, 2) JPEG compression, 3) Gaussian white noise, 4) Gaussian blurring, and 5) Rayleigh-distributed bit-stream errors of a JPEG2000 compressed stream. The prediction results are computed on every subdatabase and all 779 distorted images taken as a whole successively, through which the capability of dealing with individual distortion and multiple distortion are inspected. For every subdatabase, half number of original images and their corresponding distorted versions are randomly selected as training samples for SMF, the remaining half are used for testing. Table I shows that SMF is efficient across all distortion types in LIVE. On five subdatabases, the proposed SMF displays a high correlation with subjective ratings which is above 0.95 except JPEG distortion, showing competitive performance with VIF. In the cross-distortion validation (all 779 images, much complicated than subdatabases), PSNR degrades worst for the lost of structural information consideration. SSIM and VSNR perform better than PSNR while still worsen by a sizable margin. VIF and SMF worsen the least, and almost keep their performance as results on single distortion databases (correlation coefficients are 0.9502 and 0.9497 respectively). The robustness and reliability of SMF is proved evidently. The similar results can be obtained in the RMSE index. Fig 2 depicts the graph of subjective ratings of perceived distortion on LIVE against the normalized SMF outputs.
Fig. 2. Subjective ratings of perceived distortion (DMOS)
for LIVE database plotted against predicted values from SMF (389 images for testing).
On A57 image database
The A57 image database consists of three original 8-bit gray images and 54 degraded images, which are distorted by six types of distortion: 1) Quantization of the LH subbands of a 5-level DWT of the image with equal distortion contrast at each scale; 2) Gaussian white noise; 3) JPEG compression; 4) JPEG-2000 compression; 5) JPEG-2000+DCQ compression; and 6) Gaussian blurring. For the limited number of images in A57, to ensure the prediction accuracy of SMF, in training step we choose two original images and their corresponding distorted versions as training samples, the left one and the corresponding distorted ones as testing samples. Because of the limited number of images, the results on A57 are of limited statistical reliability [5] .
The test results are listed in Table I for convenient comparison. VSNR generally outperforms PSNR, SSIM and VIF metrics. While SMF is at a similar level with VSNR, and even better than VSNR at RMSE value. One can note that the distortion condition of A57 is rather different with LIVE in terms of distortion type and level. But due to the exploring of prior knowledge of testing database, SMF exhibits the best general performance than the other four state-of-the-art measures, showing considerable improvements on prediction accuracy and robustness.
Conclusion
We have formulated a supervised image quality measure that aims to solve the problem of complicated image distortion. The efficient fusion of four selected IQMs increases the prediction accuracy and robustness for complicated distortion. One attractive feature of this metric is that it provides a flexible parameter tuning which exploits the prior knowledge of the testing database efficiently. Experiments on two extensive image databases demonstrate the proposed metric is effective and excellent.
